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QUESTION

SIGNAL

The landing lights at the aero

ZQA

drome (or at the aerodrome at,,,)
are out of order.

TQB

ZQC

ZQJ)

|

What is the magnetic

The magnetic direction in which

direction in which

landing is to be made is...

landing is to be made?

degrees.

Are you (or is,.*)...
(1. Airborne; 2. Water-

borne; 3. On land )?

I am (cr.,.is),..at...(time)•
(1. Airborne; 2. Waterborne;
3. On land ).

Am I to carry out the

You are to carry out the procedures

procedure appropriate

appropriate to the use of the...

to the use of the,,.

(facility).

(facility)?

ZQE

What is your desired rate
of descent expressed in

My desired rate of descent is...
hundreds of feet per minute.

hundreds of feet per
minute?

ZQF

What is the length in

The length of the runway in use

yards of the runway in

is...yards.

use?

ZQG

ZQH

zqi

ZQJ

ZQK

ZQL
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ZQY

ZQZ

ZRA

How does my frequency
check?

2. Slightly (or...hertz (or kHz))
high; 3. Slightly (or...hertz
(or kHz))' low; 4. Stable on steady
mark; 5. Stable on steady space;
6. Unstable; 7. Erratic).
Check your (or.o.'s) frequency on

ZRB

ZRC

Your frequency is.«.(l. Correct;

this circuit (or on...kHz (or MHz)).

Shall I tune my trans

mitter to..0(l. Proper
frequency; 2. Zero beat

Tune your transmitter to...(l.
Proper frequency; 2. Zero beat
with my (or..©) transmitter).

with your (or...)
transmitter)?

ZRD

ZRE

What is the frequency
of the...radio facility
now in operation?

The frequency 0f the.o.radio

On what frequency do you

I hear you best on.•.kHz (or MHz)

facility now in operation is...

hear me best?

ZRF

Will you send tuning

Am about to send tuning signal on

signal on your present
frequency (or on...kHz
or (MHz)) for 1 minute,

(or MHz)).

my present frequency (or on.•.kHz

or until AS is given?

ZRG

ZRH

When will a change of

A change in frequency (to...kHz (or

frequency (to..«kHz
(or MHz)) be necessary?

approximately.••

Is my frequency shift

Your frequency shift is...(1.Too

correct?

MHz)) will be necessary at

wide; 2. Too narrow; 3. Not linear;
4. Correct) (by hertz).

ZRI
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ZRJ

Will you check your...?

I will check my...

ZRK

Shall I revert to single

Revert to single channel working.

channel working?

ZRL

Are you working on the

I am working on the correct code.

correct code?

NOTE:

NOTE: This meaning applies

frequency shift diplex.

This meaning applies only to

only to frequency shift
diplex.

ZRM

Can you receive both side

I can receive...(1. The upper sideband; 2. The lower sideband; 3. Both

bands of my independent
sideband transmissions?

ZRN

ZRO

sidebands).

Do you intend to transmit

I intend to transmit on...(l. The

on...(l. The upper sideband;

upper sideband; 2. The lower side-

2. The lower sideband; 3.

band; 3. Both sidebands indepen

Both sidebands independently)?

dently) .

Can you read me on...(l. Channel

I can read you on...(l. Channel A;

A...; 2. Channel B...; 3.

2. Channel B; 3. Channel(s); 4. All
channels; 5. No channels).

Channel(s)...; 4. All channels)?
%ZRP

Transfer signal on channel...to

channel... (Should only be used when
order originates from a third working
channel. See ZRV for use between dir

ectly connected working channels).
ZRQ

Change to other sideband.

ZRR

Message(s)...number(s)...will no
longer be broadcast but are effective

and of interest (to units indicated).
ZRS

Your carrier is...(l. Over-suppressed;
2. Under-suppressed.)

ZRT

Radiate full unmodulated power
for...minutes.
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ZRU

Your tone foroos(l. Marking and

Are my tone frequencies

spacing are high; 2. Marking and
spacing are low; 3. Marking and
spacing are correct ).

correct?

Transfer signal to channel...

% ZRV

ZRW

ZRX

ZRY

ZRZ
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